
CHAPTER 3 
CONSTITUTIVE THEORY 

Constitutive theory gives functional form to the stress tensor, free energy, and 
heat flux vector in terms of the motion and temperature. This accomplishes two 
things. First, different general functional forms distinguish various broad classes 
of materials (elastic, fluid, materials with memory, etc.) and specific functional 
forms determine specific materials. Secondly, these additional relationships make 
the equations formally well-posed; that is, there are as many equations as 
unknowns. 

In Section 3.1, we describe the features of constitutive theory in rather general 
terms. At this stage the functional form is very broad; the key objective is to 
isolate what should be a function of what. We can be more specific by making 
more hypotheses. Proceeding towards the traditional theories of elasticity, we 
specialize further in Section 3.2. We see that the hypothesis of locality restricts 
us to functions of the point values of the deformation gradient and temperature 
and their derivatives. The dependence on higher derivatives is then eliminated by 
way of the entropy production inequality. Finally, the assumption of invariance 
under rigid body motions-that is, material frame indifference-allows us to 
reduce the dependence on the deformation gradient F to dependence on the 
deformation tensor C (Le., on the strain). 

Section 3.3 treats constitutive theory using ideas of covariance and links this 
with our covariant treatment of energy balance in Section 2.3. The formula for 
the Cauchy stress a = 2p(alf//ag) is shown to be equivalent to the standard 
formula S = 2PRef(a'¥/aC). An application to the identification problem for 
thermoelastic and inelastic materials is given as well. Additional links with the 
Hamiltonian structure and conservation laws will be made in Chapter 5. The 
constitutive information is inserted into the basic balance laws in Section 3.4; 
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there we summarize the equations of a thermoelastic solid. Section 3.5 makes a 
further specialization by considering the restrictions that arise when the material 
possesses some symmetry. Special attention is given to isotropic solids. 

3.1 THE CONSTITUTIVE HYPOTHESIS 

From the previous chapter, we have a number of basic equations expressed in 
the material picture as follows: 

(i) pRef = pJ (conservation of mass); 

(ii) PRef ~~ = DIY P + herB (balance of momentum); 

(iii) S = ST (balance of moment of momentum); 

(iv) PRef ~; + DIY Q = herR + S: D (balance of energy); 

a0 alf' I 
(v) PRefN 7ft + 7ft - S: D + 0 <Q, GRAD 0) < 0 

(reduced dissipation inequality); 
(vi) E = If' + N0 (relation between internal energy and free energy). 

These equations are formally ill-posed in the sense that there are not enough 
equations to determine the evolution of the system. The situation is analogous to 
Newton's second law mx = F; one cannot solve this equation without specifying 
how F depends on x and x. 

Generally one treats the motion ¢(X, t) and the temperature 0(X, t) as the 
unknowns and attempts to solve for them from equations (ii) and (iv). Condition 
(i) determines P in terms of PRef (usually given) and ¢, so we can eliminate 
condition (i). We often regard Band R as given externally. Thus, if we are going' 
to determine ¢ and 0, we must specify S, Q, and E as functions of ¢ and 0. 
Since E is related to If' by (vi), we might also ask for N and If'to be functions of 
if> and 0. These functions must be related in such a way that (iii) and (v) are 
satisfied. A particular functional form given to S, Q, N, and If' is supposed to 
characterize a particular material; these same functional forms are associated 
with any body made from that same material. As we shall see in the next section, 
the reduced dissipation inequality can be used in delineating the possible func
tional forms and their interrelationships. Section 3.3 shows how to derive the 
same basic relationships using covariance as an axiom in place of the second 
law of thermodynamics. 

These ideas can be made more precise using the following terminology. 

1.1 Definition Let r be a positive integer or +00. The set of all past 
motions up to time Tis 

;mT = [¢: CB X (-00, TJ ~ S I ¢ is a c r regular 

motion of CB in S for -00 < t < T} 
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and the set of all past temperature fields up to time Tis 

:JT = {0: CB X (- 00, T] ------+ (0, 00) I 0 is a C' function}. 

Let JC = UTE~ (;)TIT X :JT X {TD, the set of past histories. 

Here our notation is the same as in previous chapters; CB is a reference con
figuration of the body and S is the containing space. 

1.2 Definition By a constitutive equation for the second Piola-Kirchhoff 
stress tensor S we mean a mapping 

S; JC ------+ Sz{CB), 

where S2(CB) denotes the ~pace of CS symmetric contravariant two-tensor fields 
on CB (for some suitable positive integer s). The second Piola-Kirchhoff stress 
tensor associated with S, a motion rp(X, t), and a temperature field 0(X, t) is 

SeX, t) = S(rp[I]' 0[tl> t)(X), 

where rp[t] E ;)TIl and 0[1] E :J, are defined to be rp and 0 restricted to (-00, t]. 
Similarly, constitutive equations for Q, 'P, and N are defined to be mappings; 

Q; JC ------+ x(CB) (x denotes the Cs vector fields on CB), 

'i'; JC -----+ ff'(CB) (ff' denotes the Cs scalar fields on CB), 

N: JC ~ ff'(CB). 

One sometimes sees the relationship between Sand Swritten as 

SeX, t) = serpeX', t'), 0(X', t'), X, t). 

This is a way of trying to say that S is a function of the functions rp and 0 as a 
whole. For instance, S can depend on spatial or temporal derivatives of rp and 0. 

So far the definition of constitutive equation is general enough to include 
rate effects, that is, dependence on velocities, and memory effects, that is, depen
dence on past histories. Such generality is important for the study of fluids, 
viscoelastic, or plastic materials. Our emphasis in this book is on the case of pure 
elasticity. To make this specialization, we eliminate rate and memory effects as 
follows. 

1.3 Definition By a thermoelastic constitutive equation for S we mean a 
mapping 

S; e X :J ~ S2(CB), 

where e = {rp; (B --> S I rp is a regular C' configuration}, the configuration 
space, and :J = {0: CB --> (0, 00) I 0 is a C' function}. We assume that S is 
differentiable (in the Fn!chet sense; see Box 1.1 below). 

The second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor associated with S, a configuration 
rp, and a temperature field 0 is given by 

SeX) = S(rp, 0)(X). 
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If rp and 0 depend on time, we write 

SeX, t) = S(rp" 0,)(X), 

where, as usual, rp,(X) = rp(X, t) and 0cCX) = 0(X, t). 
Thermoelastic constitutive equations for Q, 'P, and N are defined similarly. 

In the next section we shaIl impose requirements on our constitutive func
tions S, Q, N, and q, that will drastically simplify how they can depend on rp and 
o and that will establish key relationships between them. 

Constitutive theory is given most conveniently in the material picture because 
the domain CB of the functions remains fixed. However, it can all be done 
spatially as well. To do so properly, one needs considerations of covariance and 
dependence on the metric tensor g of S. We shall take up this issue in Section 3.3. 

Box. 1.1 The Frechet Derivative 

In Section 1.1 we reviewed a bit of differential calculus in [Rn; the main 
point was familiarization with the idea that the derivative of a map 
f: 'U c [Rn ---> [Rm at a point x E 'U is a linear map Df(x): [Rn ---> [Rm. 

This box will generalize those ideas to Banach spaces. It will be in the 
nature ofa review with a number of quite easy proofs omitted. (Consult 
standard texts such as Dieundonne [1960] or Lang [1971] for proofs.) 
However, in Section 4.1 we shaIl present a complete proof of the inverse 
mapping theorem for mappings between Banach spaces. 

If 3: and 'Yare Banach spaces, a linear mapping A : a: ----> 'Y is caIled 
bounded if there is a constant M> 0 such that II Ax II'Y < M II x Ilx for 
all x E 3:. Here 11,11')1 denotes the norm on 'Y and II· Ilx that on 3:. 
(The subscripts are dropped if there is no danger of confusion.) A linear 
operator is bounded if and only if it is continuous. (The proof is not 
hard: if A is continuous at 0, then for any f > 0 there is a 0 > 0 such 
that II Ax 11')1 < f if II xlix < O. Let M = flo.) Let CB(a:, 'Y) denote the 
set of all bounded linear operators of 3: to 'Y. Define 

-II . f IIAxl1 II A II = A Ilx,')I = ~~o llXlI' 

A straightforward check shows that this makes CB(3:, 'Y) into a Banach 
space; we calI the topology associated with the preceding norm the 
norm topology. If a: and 'Yare finite dimensional, CB(a:, 'Y) coincides 
with £(3:, 'Y), the space of all linear mappings of a: to 'Y. 

Problem 1.1 For a linear map A: [Rn ---> [R1n, show that II A II is 
the largest eigenvalue of the symmetric operator AT A. 
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1.4 Definition Let X and 'Y be Banach spaces, 'U c X be open, and 
f: 'U c X -> 'Y. We say fis differentiable at Xo E 'U if there is a bound
ed linear operator Df(xo) E CB(X, 'Y) such that for each E > 0 there is 
a ~ > 0 such that II h IIx < ~ implies 

II f(x o + h) - f(xo) - Df(xo)·h II'Y < Ell h Iloc· 
(This uniquely determines Df(xo).) 

We say that f is Cl if it is differentiable at each point of 'U and if 
x ~ Df(x) is continuous from 'U to CB(X, 'Y), the latter with the norm 
topology. (RecaIl that in Euclidean spaces, Df(xo) is the linear map 
whose matrix in the standard bases is the matrix of partial derivatives 
off) Also note that if A E CB(X, 'Y) then DA(x) = A. 

The concept ''1 is of class C''' (0 < r < co) is defined inductively. 
For example,! is C2 if it is Cl and x f-0 D2f(x) E CB(X, CB(X, 'Y», the 
derivative of x f-0 Df(x), is norm continuous. The space CB(X, CB(X, 'Y» 
is isomorphic to CB2(X, 'Y), the space of all continuous bilinear maps 
b: X x ~ ---> 'Y. An isomorphism between these spaces is b f-0 G, G(x l )· 

X2 = b(XI' x 2). Thus D2f(x) is usuaIly regarded as a bilinear map of 
X X X to 'Y. Its value at (u, v) E X X X wil1 be denoted D2f(x)·(u, v). 

1.5 Proposition ~ffis C2, then D2f(x) is symmetric; that is, 

D2f(x).(u, v) = D2f(x).(v, u). 

For f: IRn 
---> IR, the matrix of D2f(x) is the matrix of second deriva

tives of J, so 1.5 generalizes the usual notion of symmetry of the second 
partial derivatives. 

If f is a function of two (or more) variables, say f: 'U c Xl X X2 

-> 'Y, then the partial derivatives are denoted by DJand Dzf(or some
times DxJ, etc.). If we identify Xl X X2 with Xl ED X 2 , (u,O) with u, 
and (0, v) with v, then we can write Df as the sum of its partial deriva
tives: Df(x) = DJ(x) + Dzf(x). 

1.6 Definition Suppose f: 'U c 'Y ---> 'Y is differentiable. Define the 
tangent of fto be the map 

Tf: 'U X X ~ 'Y X 'Y given by Tf(x, u) = (f(x), Df(x).u), 

where Df(x).u means Df(x) applied to u E X as a linear map. 

From the geometric point of view developed in Chapter 1, T is more 
natural than D. If we think of (x, u) as a vector with base point x, then 
(f(x), Df(x). u) is the image vector with its base point. See Figure 3.1.1. 
Another reason for favoring T is its behavior under composition, as 
given in the next theorem. 
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f(X)\l 
(f(X) • U 

Figure 3.1.1 

1.7 Proposition (Chain Rule) Suppose f: 'll c X -, '0 c 'Y and g: 
'0 c 'Y -> Z are C 1 maps. Then the composite gof: 'll c X -> Z is also 
Cl and 

I T(gof) = TgOTf.1 

In terms of D, this formula is equivalent to the usual chain rule 

I D(gof)(x).u = Dg(f(x».(Df(x)·u). \ 

For a proof, see Dieudonne [1960], p. 145, or Marsden [l974a], 
p. 168. For the validity of this chain rule, f and g need only be 
differentiable. 

We will now show how the derivative Dfis related to the usual direc
tional derivative. A Cl curve in X is a Cl map from fJ into X, e: fJ-> X, 
where fJ is an open interval of IR, Thus, for t E fJ we have De(t) E 

CB(IR, X), by definition. We identify CB(IR, X) with X by associating De(t) 
with De(t)·1 (1 is the real number "one"). Let 

d . 
d~ (t) = De(t)·I. 

For f: 'll c X -> 'Y of class Cl we consider foe, where e: fJ -> CU. It 
follows from the chain rule that we have the very useful formula 

d 
Df(x).u = dt fI(x + tu)H_o· 

1.8 Definition We call Df(x)· u the directional derivative off in the 
direction of u. A map for which all the directional derivatives (defined 
by the preceding formula) exist at x is called Gateaux differentiable at x. 
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On Euclidean space, dldt defined this way coincides with the usual 
directional derivative. More specifically, suppose we have f: 'lI. c [Rm 
~ [Rn of class Cl. Now Df(x) is a linear map from [Rm ~ [Rn and so it 
is represented by its components relative to the standard basis el , ••• , 

em of [Rm. By the above formula we see that 

_ (afl ap ) Df(u)·ei - axi (u), . .. 'axi(u) . 

Thus Df(u) is represented by the usual Jacobian matrix. 
If we fix x, y E X and apply the fundamental theorem of calculus 

to the map t ~ f(tx + (1 - t)y), assumefis CI, and 

II Df(tx + (1 - t)y) II < M, 

we obtain the mean value inequality: 

1.9 Proposition Iff: 'lI. c X ~ 'Y is Cl, X, Y E 'U, the line joining 
x to y lies in 'U and II Df(z) IIoc. ')I < M on this line, then 

IIf(x) - f(y) 11')1 < Mllx - Ylloc. 

The tangent is very convenient for dealing with higher derivatives. 
For example, the rth-order chain rule is obtained inductively to be 
T'(gof) = T'goT'f, while a corresponding statement in terms of D is a 
good deal more complicated. Higher derivatives also occur in Taylor's 
theorem: 

1.10 Proposition (Taylor's Theorem) Suppose f: 'U c X ~ 'Y is 
cr+l. Then (for h sufficiently small) 

where 

f(x + h) = f(x) + Df(x).h + -!D2f(x)(h, h) + ... 
+ ~Drf(x).(h, ... , h) + R,(x, h), 

r. 

I JI R,(x, h) = -, (1- t)' Dr+lf(x + th)·(h, . .. ,h) dt 
r. 0 

satisfies II Rr(x, h) 11')1 < C II h II&:+ I for II h IIoc small enough. 

The proof proceeds in the same manner as in elementary calculus. 

1.11 Proposition Suppose f: X X 'Y ~ Z is a continuous bilinear 
mapping (i.e., IIf(x, y) liz < M II x IIocil y 11')1 for some constant M > 0). 
Then f i$ C= and 

Df(x, y)(u, v) = feu, y) + f(x, v). 
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The verification of this Leibniz rule is straightforward. 
Constitutive functions define mappings between Banach spaces of 

functions. To be able to use differential calculus on them we need to 
know how to differentiate them. The rest of this box will develop such 
skills. We begin with a simple example. 

1.12 Example Let X be the Banach space of continuous functions 
rp: [0, 1] -> IR with II rp II = SUPXE[O,IJ I rp(x) I· Define 

f: X -> X by f(rp)(x) = [rp(x)]2, 

that is, f(rp) = rp2. Thenfis c~ and Df(rp)·1fI = 2rplfl. 
To see this, note that the map fl: rp J-). (rp, rp) from X to X X X is 

continuous linear and f2: X X X -> X; (rp, 1fI) J-). rp·1fI is continuous 
bilinear. Now apply 1.11 and the chain rule tof = f2 0fl' 

Problem 1.2 Let X be the set of CI functions on [0, 1] and 'Y be 
the set of CO functions. Definef: X -> 'Y by f{rp) = (rp')3. Prove 
thatfis Coo and find pfand D2f. 

What about examples like f(rp) = e'l"? The next theorem shows us 
how to differentiate such maps. Results of this type go back at least to 
Sobolev in the 1930s. (See also Abraham and Smale [1960).) For sim
plicity, we work in Ck spaces, but the same thing works in a variety of 
function spaces (such as Sobolev spaces Ws,p that will be developed in 
Chapter 6). We stick to a special case that is relevant for elasticity. 

1.13 Theorem «(f)-lemma) Let 0 c IR" be a region with smooth 
boundary; let X be the Banach space of Ck mapsl u: 0 -> IRm; let 11 
be the Banach space OfCk-1 maps g: 0 -> W (1 < k < 00). Let 

W: 0 X £(IR", IRm) -> IRP 

be C' (r > k - 1 - I), and define 

f: X -> 'Y, f(u)(x) = W(x, Du(x». 

Then f is of class Cl and 

(Df(u)·v)(x) = DzW(x, Du(x».[Dv(x»); 

that is, 

IA map u: n = n u an -> IRm is called Ck when it has a Ck extension to an open set 
containing n. The norm of u is defined by 

lIull = sup IIDJu(x)1I 
xED 

O:{'J:{'k 

and this norm can be shown to make the C k maps into a Banach space. (See Abraham and 
Robbin [1967], for example.) 
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Proof Induction reduces the argument to the case r = 1, k = 1. 
The following computation and the finite-demensional chain rule shows 
thatfis Gateaux differentiable with derivative as stated in the theorem: 

d d 
[Df(u).v](x) = dEf(u + fV)(X) 1.=0 = dE W(x, Du(x) + EDv» 1.=0' 

A straightforward uniform continuity argument shows that u 1--7 

Df(u) E ffi(X, 11) is norm continuous. The proof is now completed 
using the following: 

1.14 Lemma Let f: 'U c X -> 11 be Gateaux d!fferentiable and 
assume u 1--7 Df(u) E ffi(X, 11) is continuous. Then f is C 1. 

Proof By the fundamental theorem of calculus, 

(f(uo + h) -f(uo)] - Df(uo)·h = [11 ~f(uo + J..h) dJ.. ] - Df(uo)·h 

= 11 [Df(u o + J..h)·h - Df(uo)·h] dJ... 

By continuity of DJ, for any E > 0 there is a 0 > 0 such that 
II Df(u) -Df(uo) II < f if II u - Uo \I < O. Then II h II < 0 implies: 

IIf(uo + h) - f(uo) - Df(uo)' h II 

< f II Df(uo + J..h) - Df(xo) 11·llh II dJ.. < Ell h II· I 

Since f is continuous and linear in W, this shows that in fact f is Cl 
as a function of the pair (u, W). 

Prohlem 1.3 Letfbe defined by composition with Was above. 
Show that if we assume that f maps Ck to Ck -1 and is C/, then W 
is C', r = k - 1 + I as well. 

Box. 1.2 Summary of Important Formulas for Section 3.1 

Thermoelastic Constitutive Equation for S 
s: e X :J -> S2(ffi); SAB(X, t) = SAB(if>a(x" t), 0(X', t), X) 
SeX, t) = S(if>" 0,)(X) 

for Q: 
Q: e X :J -> x(ffi); QA(X, t) = QA(if>a(x" t), 0(X', t), X) 
Q(X, t) = Q(if>" 0,)(X) 
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r------------------------------------------------------~ 

for '¥: 
'P: e X 3 --. g:(CB); 'I'(X, t) = 'P(¢a(x', t), 0(X', t), X) 
'¥(X, t) = 'P(¢" 0,)(X) 

forN: 
N: e X 3 --> g:(CB); N(X, t) ~ N(¢a(x', t), 0(X', t), X) 
N(X, t) "-'" N(¢" 0,t)(X) 

Derivative of a Function-Space Mapping Defined by Composition 
f(u)(x) = W(x, Du(x» 

(Df(u).v)(x) 

= D2W(x, Du(x»·Dv(x) 

3.2 CONSEQUENCES OF THERMODYNAMICS, LOCALITY, 
AND MATERIAL FRAME INDIFFERENCE 

We now simplify the constitutive functions S, Q, N, 'P as follows. From an 
axiom of locality and the entropy production inequality, we shall deduce that 
S and Ii can be expressed in terms of'P and that 'P depends only on points in 
<B, point values of F and 0 and not on ¢ or higher derivatives of For 0. Then, 
we postulate an axiom of material frame indifference to deduce that the depen
dence of'P 9n F is only through the Cauchy-Green tensor C. 

2.1 Definition A constitutive function for thermo elasticity 

'P: e X 3 -> g:(CB) 

is called local if for any open set 'li c CB and ¢I' ¢2 E e, which agree on 'li, and 
0 1, O2 E 3, which agree on 'li, then 'P(¢I' 0 1) and 'P(¢2' O 2) agree on 'li. 

The idea of using locality as a basic postulate is due to Noll [1958J. It must be 
emphasized, however, that one sometimes may wish to impose non local con
straints, such as incompressibility (see Chapter 5). If the value of'P at X depends 
only on the values of ¢ and 0 and their derivatives up to order, say, le, at X, then 
'P is local. This is because knowledge of a mapping on an open set entails a 
knowledge of all its derivatives on that set. A constitutive function 'P defined by 
a composition of this form is called a (nonlinear) differential operator. A simple 
example of a nonlocal operator is given by letting X = CO functions on [0, 1] 

and definingf: X -> X by f(¢)(x) = S: ¢(s) ds. 

While it is trivial that a differential operator is local, the Converse is not so 
elementary. For linear operators, this is true and is due to Peetre [1959]. For 
nonlinear operators (satisfying some technical conditions), this is also true but is 
a deeper fact; see Epstein and Thurston [1979] (and for earlier versions, Dom-
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browski [1966] and Palais and Terng [1977]). Fortunately, we can bypass this 
theory in the present context, but it may be useful for higher-order materials. 

We can summarize the situation as follows: 

2.2 Axiom of Locality Constitutive functions for thermoelasticity are as
sumed to be local. 

We next investigate the consequences of assuming the entropy production 
inequality. We wish to assume that it holds for all regular motions of the body. 
The momentum balance and energy balance are not taken into account, because 
any motion is consistent with them for a suitable choice of body force B and heat 
source R; that is, balance of momentum and energy define what Band R have to 
be. This is not unreasonable since we are supposed to be able to allow any 
choice of Band R. 

2.3 Axiom of Entropy Production For any (regular) motion offfi, the consti
tutive functions for thermoe!asticity are assumed to satisfy the entropy production 
inequality,' 

( '" a0 ap) ~ aF 1 A 

PRef Nat + at - r: at + 0 <Q, GRAD 0) < o. 

2.4 Theorem (Coleman and Noll [1963]) Suppose the axioms of locality and 
entropy production hold. Then '1' depends only on the variables X, F, and 0. 
Moreover, we have 

d 
~ _ # ap 

an r - PRefg aF' that is, 

and the entropy production inequality reduces to 

<Q, GRAD 0) < O. 

~ ap 
P/ = PRef aFa/ 

Remarks (1) One can allow the constitutive functions to depend on deriva
tives of higher order than the first derivative F and still be consistent with the 
entropy production inequality provided one postulates the existence of higher
order stresses. This is the "multipolar" or "higher-order" theory. (See Green 
and Rivlin [1964b].) 

(2) The precise meaning of "'1' depends only on the variables X, F, and 0" 
is that for any configuration ¢: ffi -4 S, there is a mapping (also denoted l{I) 
'1': ffi x £iTffi, TS) x [R -4 [R such that p(¢, 0)(X) = p(X, F(X), 0(X», 
where £iTffi, TS) denotes the bundle over ffi of (1, 1) two-point tensors; that is, 
the fiber of £4>(Tffi, TS) at X E ffi consists of all linear maps F: Txffi ---> T4>(x)S, 

(3) If S is a linear space and if one is willing to identify all the tangent spaces 
Tx with S, then one can identify £4>(Tffi, TS) with £(Tffi, S), the bundle of linear 
maps of Txffi to S. In this way, the apparent dependence on ¢ itself disappears. 
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(4) If '1' is independent of X, the body is called homogeneous. This is a special 
case of a material symmetry, a topic treated in Section 3.5. 

Proof of 2.4 (See Gurtin [1972b].) Given '1': e X 3 -> 5', we consider a 
motion ,p, E e, a temperature field 0, E 3, and form the composition f(t) = 
'1'(91" 0,) E 5'. By the chain rule, 

df" " . 
dt = D",'P· V + De'l'·0, 

where D¢'I' is the partial derivative of '1' in the Frechet sense (see Box 1.1 of this 
Chapter). Note that for an arbitrary function k(X, t), k _ akjat. 

Substituting the preceding equation into the entropy production inequality 
gives 

A • " ". ~ aF 1 
PRerN0 + PRer(D¢'I'· V + De'l'·0) - r: at + <3 <Q, GRAD 0)< O. 

By assumption, this holds for all processes (,p" 0,). First of all, choose ,p, inde
pendent of time t; then we must have 

A • ". 1 
PRer(N0 + De'l'·0) + 0 <Q, GRAD 0) < O. 

Suppose PRerCN0 + De'l'· 0) did not vanish for some ,p and all 0,. Then we 
can alter 0, to a new one 0, so that 0'0 = 0'0 and e,o = oc0,o' where oc is any 
prescribed constant. We can then choose the constant oc to violate the assumed 
inequality. Therefore, we deduce our first identity 

PRerCN0 + De'l'·0) = O. (1) 

Similarly, fixing 0 and altering ,p, we get a second identity 

PRerD¢'I'. V = Ii: i. (2) 

Consider now this second identity. Fix Xo E <B and fix 0. Let,po and ,pI be two 
configurations with ,po(Xo) = ,p1(XO) and Fo(Xo) = FI(Xo), In a chart on S, let 
,p(X, t) = ,po(X) + t(,pI(X) - ,po(X» define a motion,p for X near Xo and small t. 
Extend ,p outside this neighborhood in a regular but otherwise arbitrary way. 
(This can be done by first extending the governing velocity field, for example.) 
By the axiom of locality, the way in which this extension is done does not affect 
'1' in the neighborhood. This motion has a velocity field V, and a deformation 
gradient F, that satisfies 

V,(Xo) = ,p1(XO) - ,po(Xo) = 0 and ireXo) = O. 

[Note that we cannot conclude that (D¢q,. V,)(Xo) = 0 from V,(Xo) = 0 alone, 
since D¢ '1'. V, is a linear operator on Vt and could depend on higher derivatives 
of V" for example.] Thus, from the second identity (2) above, 

(PRerD¢q,. V,)(Xo) = o. 
d " Therefore, dt [PRer(Xo)'I'(,p" 0)J(Xo) = 0 

and so 
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Thus, 'i' depends on <p only through F. In a similar way, the first identity implies 
that 'i' depends only on the point values of e. Substituting this information 
back into the two identities (and using the results of Box [. I) yields 

(

A. a'i' . ) a'i'·· 
PRef Ne + ae e = 0 and PRef aF : F = P: F. 

Arbitrariness of e and F then yields the stated identities. I 

The relationships 
A _ a'i' __ a'i' 

Pa - PRef aFa
A 

and N - - ae 

can be used to simplify the first law (energy balance). Indeed, balance of energy 
reads 

aE 
PRef at + DIV Q == P: F + PRefR . 

Write t = 'i' + lie so that 

aE _ a'i' . F + a'i' e -"- aN e + Ne ,= a'i' . F + aN e at - aF . ae I at aF . at 
using a'i' /ae = - N. Substituting this expression into balance of energy and 
using PRef (a'i'/aF) = P yields PRefe(aNjat) + DlV Q = PRefR. In summary, 
we have proved: 

2.5 Proposition Assuming the identities in 2.4, balance of energy reduces to 

For pure elasticity (ignoring all thermal effects), the above constitutive conclu
sions may be obtained from balance of energy alone. Indeed, if Q and Rare 
omitted from balance of energy, then we must have PRef(aE/at} = P: i for all 
processes. Thus aE/aF and P must balance. We list the axioms special to this 
situation as follows: 

Axiom O. E: e .--> 5' is a given differentiable map. 
Axiom 1. t is local. 
Axiom 2. There is a map P: e ---> two-point (0, 2) tensors such that for 

all motions <p, E e, balance of energy holds: 

at . 
PRef at = P: F. 

2.6 Theorem Under Axioms 0,1, and 2, E depends only on the point values of 
X and F and we have the identity 

h P A at 
t at is, a = PRef aFa

A
' 
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This is proved by the same techniques that were used to prove 2.4. 
We now return to the thermoelastic context. From 2.4 we can draw no con

clusion about the dependence of Q on ¢ and 0; it could conceivably depend on 
many deriva tives. It is often assumed that Q depends only on the point values of 
X, C, 0, and V0; in this case, we say we have a grade (1, 1) material. In any 
case, one can generally say the following: 

2.7 Proposition Q vanishes when its argument GRAD 0 vanishes. 

Proof Fixing all other arguments, let f(oc) = <Q(oc GRAD 0), GRAD e). 
Thus ocf(rx) < 0, so f changes sign at oc = 0. Since f is continuous, f(O) = O. 
Thus <Q(O), GRAD 0) = 0, so Q(O) = O. I 

Taylor's theorem implies that for GRAD 0 small, Q is well approximated 
by a matrix that is negative semi-definite times GRAD e: fixing all arguments 
but GRAD 0, 

Q(GRAD 0) = K· GRAD 0, 

where 
(1 a'" 

K = Jo a(GR~D 0)(s GRAD 0) ds 

by the fundamental theorem of calculus. The inequality <Q, GRAD 0) < 0 
means K is negative semi-definite-that is, dissipative. If K were assumed con
stant one would recover the Fourier law (see Example 3.6, Chapter 2). 

2.8 Example (Rigid Heat Conductor) The rigid heat conductor (cf. 3.6, 
Chapter 2) makes the assumption that the motion is fixed, say ¢ = identity, for 
all time. We also assume that Q depends only on X, 0, and GRAD 0. Then the 
evolution of 0 in time is determined from balance of energy: 

aN '" 
PRef0 at + DIY Q = PRefR . 

Since N depends only on X and 0, we get 

( aN) a0 "'A 
PRef0 ae at = -(Q )IA + PRefR 

(aQA ) aQA 
= - ae lB e lB1A - ae 0 1A + PRefR - R I . 

(3) 

where R[ = DIY xQ, the divergence of Q with e and GRAD 0 fixed. As 
was observed above, the matrix aQAjae ,B is negative semi-definite. We also 
assume the scalar function aNjae = -a2"p/ae 2 (= specific heat at constant 
volume) is positive, so the equation is formally parabolic. (3) is the general form 
of a nonlinear heat equation. Notice, finally, that positivity of a2"pja0 2 means 
that "P is a convex function of 0. 2 

2The theory of monotone operators is applicable here [if PRef0(a!Y/a0) is not a constant, 
one presumably uses a weighted norm] to yield an existence and uniqueness theorem for 0(X, t) 
for all time, given 0 at time t = 0 and given (l, !Y. The extra assumption of positivity of a2'l'/ 
a02 may be regarded as formally equivalent to well-posedness of the equations (see Crandall 
and Nohel [\978] for details). 
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Now we turn to our final constitutive axiom, material frame indifference. 

2.9 Axiom of Material Frame Indifference Let 'f be a thermoelastic constitu
tive function satisfying the above axioms, so that 'f is a function of X, F, and e. 
Assume that if c;: S ---> S is a regular, orientation-preserving map taking x to x' 
and TC; is an isometry from TxS to Tx'S, then 

'f(X, F, e) = 'f(X, F', e), that is, 'f(X, F, e) = q,(x, c;*F, e), 

--~ 
\ 

T~ = isometry at x in S 

-) 
Figure 3.2.1 

Stated loosely, this axiom means that our constitutive functions are invariant 
under rotations of the ambient space S in which our body moves. One sometimes 
says that TC; "rotates observer frames." One can interpret C; either actively (super
posed motion) or passively (change of framing) as explained in Boxes 3.1 and 
3.2 of Chapter 1. 

2.10 Theorem Let q, satisfy the above axioms. Then q, depends only on X, C, 
and e. By abuse ofnotation we shall write 'f(X, C, e). 

Remarks (1) Equally well, we could say q, is a function only of X, e, and 
the right stretch tensor U = CI/2 (see 3.11 and 3.13, Chapter 1). 

(2) By abuse of notation we shall write C for both C and C~ when there is 
little danger of confusion. 

(3) One can also state as an axiom the corresponding transformation law for 
the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress P; that is, for any C; as above, C;*{p(X, F, e)} = 
p(X, e*F, e), where C;*P means push-forward the spatial index of P. This axiom 
is a consequence of the axiom for qt. In Euclidean space, material frame indif
ference for the stress reads: 
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Ra PbA(X P 0) = paA(X Rc Fb 0) b ,c, , b C, 

for any proper orthogonal matrix Rab• 

(4) Note that in [R3, material frame indifference is the same as objectivity 
for orthogonal transformations (see Box 6.1, Chapter 1, for a discussion of 
objectivity). 

Proof of 2.10 Suppose FI: TxCB ---> Tx.S and F2: TxCB ---> Tx,S and FIFI = 

F~F2; that is, FI and F2 give rise to the same C tensor. We have to show that 
'P(X, F I , 0) = q,(X, F2 , 0). Then q,(X, C, 0) will be well defined if we let it 
be this common value. 

Choose a regular map e: S ---> S with e(xl) = X2 and such that re(xl)FI = 
F2 • This is possible since FI and F2 are assumed to be invertible. The assumption 
FIFI = F~F2 implies that Te(x l) is an isometry. Indeed, 

<Te(xl)·FI• Vi> Te(xl)·FI• V2) = <F2· Vi> F2• V2) 

= <F~F2 Vb V2) = <FIFI Vi> V2) = <FI Vi> FI V2)' 

Therefore, by our axiom, q,(X, F I , 0) = lJI(X, F2 , 0). I 

The last part of the proof can also be seen in coordinates as follows: 

CAB = gabFi AF1B (C = FIFI) 

= gabF~AF~B (FIFI = gF2) 

aea aeb 
= gab axcF~A aXdF1B (re·FI = F2)' 

Thus, comparing the first and third lines, gab = gcaCaeCjaxa)(aedjaxb
) (evalu-

ated at XI) so e is an isometry-that is, leaves the metric tensor gab invariant. 

Problem 2.1 What becomes of this proof for shells? 

Problem 2.2 Show that even though P is materially. frame indifferent, 
aPjat need not be. 

If we write the axiom of entropy production in terms of Sand C by writing 

P · aF = S· D = IS' ac . at . "2"' at 
and repeat the argument of 2.4, Chapter 3 (or 2.6, Chapter 3 for pure elasticity), 
we find, instead of P = PRefg'(aq, laF), the important identity 

aq, 
S = 2PRef ac' 

This identity may also be proved by the chain rule as follows: regarding Cas 
a function of F through C = FT F-that is, CAB = gabPAP B-the chain rule gives 

S -F-I~-F-I ,alJl_F-I ,alJlaC 
- r - PRefg aF -- PRefg ac aF' 
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Noting that 

we get 

Thus, we have: 

2.11 Proposition Under the axioms for constitutive theory listed above, the 
second Piola-Kirchhoff stress is given by 

a'i' 
S = 2PRef ac: that is, SAB = 2PRef a'i' . 

aCAB 

Problem 2.3 (J. Ball; cf. Wang and Truesdell [1973]). Show that frame 
indifference of P and symmetry of S implies frame indifference of 'P. Also, 
show that frame indifference of'P implies symmetry of S [assuming P = 
PRef(a'i'/aF)]. [Hint: Let Q be a proper orthogonal matrix; write Q = e't, 
where n is skew, and join Fto QFalong the curve F(t) = etnF(O < t < 1). 
Consider (d/dt)'i'(F(t».) 

So far we have formulas for the first and second Piola-Kirchhoff stress ten
sors in terms of the free energy 'i'. What about the Cauchy stress tensor G? 
Since C = cp*g, we can regard C as a function of the point values of F and the 
spatial metric g. Therefore, 'i' becomes a function of X, F(X), g(x), and 8(X). 
Set 

rp(x, F(X), g(x), 8(X» = 'i'(X, C(F(X), g(x», 8(X». 

By the chain rule, 

arp _ a'i' ac AB _ a'i' PAP B = (cp* a'i')Qb. 
agQb - aCAB agab - aCAB ac 
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Therefore, 

(1ob = ~ (if>*SY
b = ~ (if>*(2PRef ~~)rb = 2P(if>* ~~rb = 2p ::'b' 

Thus, we have proved: 

2.12 Proposition Defining the function 1/1 as above, the equation S = 
2PRef(a'i' laC) is equivalent to 

Thus, the equation for the Cauchy stress that we derived in Box 3.3, Chapter 
2, is in agreement with and indeed is equivalent to the standard deduction 2.11 
in constitutive theory. (See Box 2. I below for the relation between al/l/ag and 
ae/ag.) As we noted in Box 3.3, Chapter 2, the formula in Proposition 2.12 was 
first given (in a slightly different from) by Doyle and Ericksen [1956]. 

Problem 2.4 Consider a stored energy function of the form E = h(J). 
Verify, using P = PRefg'(aE/aF) and (1 = 2p(aEjag) that the same 
formula for the Cauchy stress results: (1 = ph'g'. 

Box 2.1 Entropy and Temperature as Conjugate Variables 

Recall that given a Lagrangian L(ql, qJ), one defines the momentum 
by Pi = aL/aqi and the energy by H(ql,pJ) = p/J/- L(qJ, qi), assum
ing PJ = aL/aiJ/ defines a legitimate change of variables (ql, qJ) H> 

(ql, PJ)' The relationship N = -a'i' /ae is analogous to Pi = aL/aqi. 
Suppose 'i' is regarded as a function of if> and e, and the change of 

variables from (if>, e) to (if>, N) given by e H> e(if>, N) is legitimate 
(invertible). Then the formula 

E=eN+'i' (1) 

for the internal energy is a partial Legendre transform, so E is now a 
function of if> and N. (If 'i' is -Labove, then H is E so an overall 
sign is off; but this is convention.) We claim that our formula 

~ A _ aq, 
Pa - PRof aF"A (variables if>, e) (2) 

is equivalent to 
~ A _ aE 
p. - PRef aF" A (variables if>, N). (3) 
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Indeed, from (1), with 0 a function of (if>, N), we get 

at a0 ( a'i' a'i' a0) 
aF"A ~--' aF"A N + aF"A + a0 aF"A . 

The first and last terms cancel since N = -a'i'/a0, so at/aPA = 
a'i'/aPA • Thus (2) and (3) are equivalent. 

In the same way we have the spatial form, aljl/ag = ae/ag, where IjI 
is a function of g, if> and () and e is a function of g, if> and 1/. Thus, 
Proposition 2.12 is consistent with the results of Box 3.3, Chapter 2; in 
that box, if constitutive assumptions are added, the basic variables 
should be g, if> and 11. 

Problem 2.5 Prove that 0 = at/aN and () = ae/a1/. 
The fact that 0 and N are analogous to velocity and momentum indi

cates that results of symplectic geometry are relevant in thermody
namics. See Box 6.1, Chapters 1 and 5, and, for example, Oster and 
Perelson [1973]. 

Box 2.2 Summary 0/ Important Formulas/or Section 3.2 

If the constitutive function 'i' satisfies the axioms of locality, entropy 
production, and material frame indifference, then 'i' is a function only 
of X, C, and 0. 

Constitutive identities 
~ a'i' 
N=--a0 

A a'i' 
S = 2PRef ac 
~ a'i' A 

r = PRefg' aF =- FS 

aA 

&=2p 1 ag 
Entropy Production Inequality 

SAB = 2PRef a'i' aCAB 

A a'i' A 

PaB -- P gab - Fa SBA -- Ref aFb
A 

- B 

aA 

(jab = 2p~ 
agab 

<Q, GRAD 0) :::::: 0 QA 0 1A < 0 
Q vanishes when its argument GRAD 0 does. 

Balance of Energy (Ii = 'i' + N0) 
aN A 

PRef0 at + DIY Q = PRefR 
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Rigid Heat Conductor (C = 0) 

( aN) ae A 

PRefe a0 Tt + DIV Q 

= PRefR 

Material Frame Indifference 
If e is an isometry, then For any proper orthogonal matrix ROb, 

e*p(X, F, 0) RoJJbA(X, Pa, 0) 
= p(X, e*F, 0). = paA(X, RCbPa, 0). 

This implies P depends only 
on X, C, and 0. 

Legendre Transformation: 0 ~ 0(cp, N) 
a'i' at a'i' at a'i' at 
aF = aF' ac = ac' apaA = apa/ 

ar[F ae ar[F ae 
ag = ag agob = agab 

3.3 COVARIANT CONSTITUTIVE THEORY 

a'i' at 
aCAB = acAB' 

We shall now obtain the principal theorems of constitutive theory by using a 
different set of axioms. The idea is to reproduce the theorems of Section 3.2 
from a point of view that is covariant, not relying on the rigid Euclidean struc
ture of [R 3. (The results therefore directly generalize to manifolds, but this is not 
our main motivation.) In Section 3.2 and in Box 3.3, Chapter 2, we derived the 
basic relationship between stress and free energy: a = 2p(ar[Fjag). This rela
tionship enables us to obtain a covariant description of constitutive theory, as 
well as of balance of energy. As in the previous section, the hypotheses here are 
intended to be relevant for thermoelasticity. For other continuum theories they 
must be modified using more general assumptions as indicated in Section 3.1. 

We shall begin by discussing pure elasticity. This will involve combining 
Theorem 2.6 with a covariant version of material frame indifference. Secondly, 
we discuss thermo elasticity. Covariance assumptions allow one to make the 
conclusions of the Coleman-Noll Theorem (2.4) from balance of energy alone, 
without invoking the Clausius-Duhem inequality. 

3.1 Covariant Constitutive Axioms (Elasticity) Let t: e -- 9' be a given 
differentiable map. Assume: 

1. t is local. 
2. There is a map P: e -- two-point tensors, such that for all motions CPt, 
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balance of energy holds (see 3.5 of Chapter 2): 

ai ". 
PRef at = P: F. 

3. Let g be a given metric on S and let 0g denote the set of metrics of the form 
c;*g, where C;: S -> S is a diffeomorphism. Assume there is a map E: e X 0 g -> 

5" such that 
i(ef» = E(c;oef>, C;*g) 

f9' all diffeomorphisms C;: S -> S. (Taking C; = identity, note that i(ef» = .. 
B(ef>, g).) 

Axioms 1 and 2 were discussed in the previous section. Axiom 3 may be 
interpreted as follows: think of C; as being either a coordinate chart for S, or a 
framing at one instant (see Box 4.1, Chapter 1). Axiom 3 states that one can 
compute i(ef» in terms of the representative of ef> and the representative of the 
metric in the framing e. 

The following remarks are intended to make Axiom 3 plausible: 

3.2 Thought Experiment to Justify Axiom 3 Imagine that C; is a (nonlinear) 
coordinate chart. The representation of a configuration ef> is C;oef>. (For example, 
if ef> is given in Cartesian coordinates, C; might be the coordinate change to 
spherical coordinates and c;oef> becomes ef> written in spherical coordinates.) How 
can the observer C; determine the internal energy in the configuration he sees to 
be c;oef>? He could, for example, perform some experiment to see how much 
work this configuration can do, such as in Figure 3.3.1. The measurement of the 
magnitude of velocity uses the observers metric-namely, C;*g. Thus, the internal 
energy also should require a knowledge of c;oef> and C;*g for its measurement. 

~ 0 </> = configuration for 
observer ~ --- Observer measures kinetic energy of released 

mass by measuring the length II v II in 
the observers metric ~ * g 

Figure 3.3.1 An observer C; measuring the energy in a configura
tion. 

3.3 Theorem Assume Axioms I, 2, and 3. Then 
(i) i depends on ef> only through the point values of C = ef>*g and 

(ii) 2pRef(ai;aC) = S; in paticular, S is symmetric. 

v 

Proof Suppose that ef>fg = ef>rg. Letting C; = ef>2 oef>ll, we see that C; *g = g 
and so 
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Thus E depends on ¢ only through C. Axiom 2 shows that E depends only on the 
point values of C and that 2PRef(aEjaC) = S holds, by the same argument as in 
Theorem 2.4 (cf. Theorem 2.6). I 

Axiom 3 is equivalent to the usual form of material frame indifference. 
Indeed, if E depends only on ¢*g = C, then E(eo¢, e*g) = E(¢) is well defined, 
for (eo¢)*(e*g) = ¢*g = C; so from eo¢ and e*g we can construct C. 

Once E is a function of C, it is reasonable to ask how it depends on the repre
sentation of the reference configuration. In order to form a scalar from C, the 
metric G on ill is needed. Relative to various representations S: ill ---> ill of ill, G 
will look different. In fact, under such a change of reference configuration, G 
changes to S*G and ¢ changes to ¢oS-I, so C changes to S*c. The assertion 
that E changes correspondingly is the content of the next concept. 

3.4 Definition We say that E is materially covariant if there is a function 

.£: eG x e ---> g: 

such that E(¢) = .£(G, ¢) 

and .£(E*G, ¢oE) = .£(G, ¢)oE 

for every diffeomorphism E: ill ---> ill. 

When these axioms hold, we say that E is a tensorial function of G and C. 
Material covariance is essentially equivalent to isotropy of the material. The 
precise situation is given in Section 5. 

The overall situation is indicated in Figure 3.3.2. 

Prohlem 3.1 Define the neo-hookean constitutive function by 

E( G, C) = At + ... + A; - n, 

where n = dim ill = dim S and AI' ... , An are the principal stretches-
that is, eigenvalues of ,.J C using the metric G. Show that this is a material
ly covariant energy function satisfying Axioms 1-3. 

Next we discuss the role of covariance in thermoelasticity. There are numer
ous ways of modifying the axioms in Section 3.2 to take into account the extra 
information covariance gives (see Problems 3.3, 3.4, and 3.5). We shall bypass 
the Clausius-Duhem inequality and derive all the relations in 2.4 by making 
reasonable covariance assumptions and assuming balance of energy. As in the 
covariant approach in Box 3.3, Chapter 2, we focus not on all processes, but rather 
on all transformations of a given process. Comparing the original and trans
formed process enables us to cancel out the heat source term R in balance of 
energy. This was the principal obstacle previously and the reason for the success 
of the entropy production inequality in 2.4. 

If one has obtained the identities N = -aq, jae and P/ = PRef(aq, jap A) by 
other means, then the entropy production inequality is equivalent to 
<Q, GRAD e> < O. 
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Our axioms involve not only coordinate changes e: s ---> S of space, but 
also temperature rescalings (i.e., representations of the temperature in various 
units). This is expressed in terms of the space of monotone increasing diffeo
morphisms r: IR+ ---> IR+. For our purposes it is enough to consider linear 
rescalings.3 

'" 3.5 Covariant Constitutive Axioms (Thermoelasticity) Assume '1', P, Q, and 
N are given thermoelastic constitutive functions satisfying: 

(1) The axiom of locality. 

3We could have expressed our axioms in terms of a metric on £ X [1(+ and transformations 
of the whole space £ x [1(+. This may be importantfor theories with internal variables, for exam
ple, but for thermoelasticity, direct temperature rescalings are easier to understand. The 
relationship to metrics is as follows: In one dimension a diffeomorphism r: [1(+ ---> [1(+ can be 
reconstructed from r *1), where I) is the standard metric on [1(. If we identify metrics with positive 

functions, then I) = 1 and r*1) = (dr/dx)2, so rex) = IX y'r*l)dx + constant. Here r*1) plays 

the same role as ';*g. 

202 
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(2) For a given process ifJ" 0" balance of energy4 holds: 

aE . 
PRef"Jt + DIY Q = P: F + PRefR, 

where E = 'I' + N0 . .. 
(3) There is a map '1': e X 0 g X ~ X IR+ -+ ~ such that for any diffeomor-

phism e: s -> S and any r: IR+ -+ IR+, 
A .. 

'I'(ifJ, 0) = 'l'CeoifJ, e*g, r0, r) 

(4) For curves e,: S -+ Sand r,(x) E W, assume that ifJ; = e,oifJ, and 0; = 
rt0 t satisfy balance of energy where we demand the transformation properties in 
4.12, Chapter 2, except that 'I' and N should transform as scalars, Q; = r,et*Qt 
and (R; - 0;(aN;/at)) = r,. (R, - 0,(aN,/at». (This latter transformation for
mula accounts for the "apparent heat supply" due to entropy production and is 
analogous to the transformation formula for body forces in 4.12, Chapter 2, in 
which there are "apparent body forces" due to the velocity and acceleration of e,.) 

3.6 Theorem Under these assumptions, ~ depends only on the point values 
of C and 0 and we have 

A a~ 
N = - a0' S = 2PRef ~~ (or equivalently, PaA = PRef :F~J' 

Proof Using the notation of 2.4, balance of energy reads: 

(

A A' aN A,) . 
PRef Dif>'I'. V + De'l'·0 +"Jt0 + N0 + DIY Q = P: F + PRefR. 

If we write down the corresponding expression for the primed quantities at e = 
identity, e = w, r = 1, f = u, and subtract we are led to the identity 

PRer(Dif>~'w + De~·(u0) + N.(u0» = P: Vw. 

Thus we get the two identities 

PRef(Dif>~'w) = P: Vw (1) 

and De~·(u0) + N.(u0) = 0 (2) 

Since Vw and u = f are arbitrary, the identities stated in the Theorem and the 
dependence on point values now follows by the same argument used to analyze 
(1) and (2) in the proof of Theorem 2.4. Axiom 3 implies material frame indiffer
ence; so, as usual, ~ depends only on C. I 

Problem 3.2 (J. Ball) Show that the entropy production inequality for 
all subregions of <B follows from that for all of <B and covariance under all 
superposed motions e,. 

4We have written balance of energy in a simplified form in which balance of momentum has 
been used. Of course one could go back to the primitive form of balance of energy and derive 
balance of momentum using Box 3.3, Chapter 2. 
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Problem 3.3 (M. Gurtin) Derive the constitutive identities by assuming 
an appropriate transformation property of the rate of entropy production 

" 1 r = PRef(N0 + '1') - S:D + 0 (Q, V0). 

Problem 3.4 Show that preservation of the Clausius-Duhem inequality 
under superposed motions c!,(x) and temperature rescalings r,(x) gives a 
monotonicity condition on Q. Is this new information? 

Box 3.1 The Duhamel-Neumann Hypothesis 5 

The purpose of this box is to prove a decomposition of the rate of 
deformation tensor, which generalizes the "Duhamel-Neumann 
hypothesis" (Sokolnikoff [1956], p. 359). This decomposition, often 
made on an ad hoc basis, has proven to be very useful in the identifica
tion of constitutive functions. We shall confine ourselves to thermo
elasticity, although more general theories using internal variables can be 
used as well. We assume the existence of a free energy \}!, a function of 
the Cauchy-Green tensor CAB' and the temperature 0; that is, i.e. 
\}! = q,(CAB, 0). We also assume the usual relationship between the 
second (symmetric) Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor SAB and '1', derived 
in this and the previous sections, namely, 

S AB - 2 aq, 
- PRef aC

AB 
(1) 

Our derivation of the Duhamel-Neumann hypothesis depends on 
recasting this into an equivalent spatial form, and relating the free 
energy ft in spatial coordinates and the Kirchhoff stress 't = Ja (= Jacob
ian of the deformation X Cauchy stress), namely, 

't = 2PRef ~:, that is, 'r
ab = 2PRef 1!ab' (2) 

where we take ft to be a function of the spatial metric g, the (left) 
Cauchy-Green tensor c and the temperature e. We have derived (2) in 
the first section of this chapter and showed its equivalence to (1). The 
idea now is to manipulate (2) using the Lie derivative and a Legendre 
transform. In particular, we recall that the rate of deformation tensor 
dab = t(valb + vb'a) is given in terms of the Lie derivative by 

d = tLvg, (3) 

where v denotes the spatial velocity field of a given motion and Lv 
denotes Lie differentiation with respect to v (see Section 1.6). For a 

5The results of this box were obtained in collaboration with K. Pister. 
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scalar functionf of position and time, LJ = j = af/at + v· Vf is the 
material derivative. By the chain rule, 

al[t _ a21[t a21[t a21[t . 
Lv ag - ag2 Lvg + ag acLvc + ag aee. 

By definition (3) and the simple identity Lvc = 0, we get 

al[t a21[t a21[t. 
Lvag=2ag2d+ agaee. (4) 

Since PRef = 0, combining (4) and (3) yields the following: 

3.7 Proposition 

I Lvt = PRef(a·2d + me), I (5) 

where a = 2a
2

1[t 
ag2 (6) 

is the tangential mechanical stiffness and 

(7) 

are the thermal stress coefficients. Using indices, Equations (5), (6), and 
(7) read: 

and 

(5)' 

(6)' 

(7)' 

For isothermal deformations we can regard e as absent; so (5) 
reduces to Lvt = PRef·a(2d), an incremental form of the mechanical 
constitutive relation. 

Now we perform a Legendre transformation to obtain the inverse 
form of (5). Define the complementary free energy by 

X=X(t,c,e) 

= _1_ tr (t. g) - 21[t(g, c, e), 
PRef 

(8) 

We are assuming that the change of variables from g to t defined by (2) 
is invertible. 6 

6This can be justified (locally at least) if we make the usual hypothesis that the material is 
strongly elliptic; the result then follows from the inverse function theorem. See Chapters 4, 5, 
and 6 for the necessary background. 
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In formula (8), tr(t·g) = trace(rabgbe) = r:abgab = r::g, the full con
traction oft and g. We then have 

PR f ai. = g + tr (t. ag) - 2PR f at/! ag, 
e at at e ag at 

h . ai - + ed aged 2 at/! aged 
t at IS, PRef ar:ab - gab r: ar:ab - PRef aged ar:ab ' 

By (2), the last two terms cancel, leaving 

a" 
g = PRef a~' (9) 

Operating on (9) with the Lie derivative gives 

_ a2i a2i. . 
2d -- PRef a't2 ·Lv't + PRef a't ae e (10) 

by (3) and Lvc = O. Define the material compliance tensors 

azi. azi. 
r = a't z and s = at ae (11) 

so that (10) yields: 

3.8 Theorem 

2d = PRef(r·Lv't + sO) I 
In componential form these read 

and 

where 

_ aZi 
Sab - ar:ab ae 

Equation (12) has the following interpretation: 

(12) 

(11)' 

(12)' 

The total deformation rate = the mechanical rate + the thermal rate. 
This generalizes the Duhamel-Neumann hypothesis for infinitesimal 
(linearized) thermoelasticity. 

3.9 Remarks (1) Differentiating (9) in g, we have 

d lai ) aZi a't 
I ,ceo PRef ag \at = PRef a'tz • ag' 

where I is the fourth-order Kroneker delta with components c5~{ = 1 if 
(e,j) = (a, b) and 0 otherwise. Substituting from (3), (6), and (J I), we 
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get 
_ ( a2j) a2([t _ I - PRef at2 2PRef ag2 - (PRefr)'(PRefa), 

that is, O:t = piefrabedaedef. 

In other words, PRefr and PRefa are inverse tensors. 
(2) As explained in Box 6.1, Chapter 1, various stress rates in com

mon use can be related to the Lie derivative of tensors associated to t 

or (1. The Lie derivative of t (the "Truesdell stress rate", see Box 6.1, 
Chapter I) is the most useful for the present context. 

Prohlem 3.5 Do all this materially. 

Box 3.2 Summary of Important Formulas for Section 3.3 

Internal Energy Under a Change of Spatial Frame 

E(</» = E(eo </>, e*g), e: s --> S 
Material Covariance (Change of Reference Frame) 

B(3*G, </>03) = B(G, </»03 
Covariance 
Covariance of energy balance under superposed motions and 

temperature recalings implies 

A aq, '" aq, 
N = - ae and S = 2PRef ac' 

Kirchhoff Stress 
t = J(1 

Mechanical Stiffness and Thermal Stress Tensors 
a2 " a2 " a2 " az 

a = 2....1 m = 2~ aabed = 2 '" mab = 2--"'-
agZ' ag ao agab aged' agab ao 

Stress Rate 
Lvt = PRef(a·2d + me) 

Complementary Free Energy 

jet, c, 0) = _1_ t : g - 2([t(g, c, 0) 
PRef 

Compliance Tensors 
_ aZj _ a2 j 

r - at2 ' s - a" ao 

Duhamel-Neumann Relation 
2d = PRef(r·Lvt + se) 

_ aZj 
Sab - a"ab ao 



3.4 THE ELASTICITY TENSOR AND THERMOELASTIC 
SOLIDS 

The basic equations of motion for a continuum were derived in Section 2.2: 

A B + DIY P that ' (ava + a VbVC) Ba + paA PRef = PRef , IS, PRef at Ybc = PRef IA' 

If we use the constitutive hypothesis for a thermoelastic material, P will be a 
function P of X, F, and e. Then we can compute DIY P by the chain rule, as 
follows: 

DIY P = aP. VxF + DIYxP + aP .vxe 
aF ae' 

where DIY x P means the divergence of P holding the variables F and e con
stant. In coordinates, this equation reads as follows: 

4l. apaA (apaA ~ ~ ) apaA as 
(DIY r)a = aPBFhBIA + aXA + paAnB + paAyicPA + as aXA' 

where we have written out DIV x P explicitly using the formula for the covariant 
derivative of a two-point tensor from Section 1.4, Chapter 1.7 The covariant 
derivative of the deformation gradient is 

b _ aZifJb aifJe b aifJc aifJb c 
F BIA - aXA aXB + aXBYec aXA - axcr 

AB' 

Thus the leading term in DIV P containing second derivatives of ifJ is 

apaA aZifJb _ 1 (aPaA aPaB) aZifJb 
aFhB aXA aXB - 2" aFhB + aFbA aXA aXB' 

The term apaAjaFhB involved in this calculation is closely related to one of the 
basic tensors in elasticity theory: 

4.1 Definition Let P be a constitutive function for the first Piola-Kirchhoff 
stress for thermoelasticity, depending on the point values of X, F, and e. The 
(first) elasticity tensor is the two-point tensor A defined by 

aP 
A= aF' that is, 

We shall also write A~ for A with its first index lowered-that is, A//-and 
shall write As for A symmetrized on its large indices; its components are written 
as follows: 

7 Actually there are technical subtleties involved here in understanding this calculation in 
non-Euclidean spaces. P is a mapping of vector bundles: P: 8 ---> 5', where 8 is the bundle over 
<B whose fiber at X E <B is the direct sum of the space of linear maps of T x<B to T!6(x)S and the 
real numbers (IR), and 5' is the bundle of two-point tensors over ifJ. The fiber derivative aPjaF is 
well defined, but to write DIV x P = tr(V xP), one has to put a connection on 8 and 5', compute 
V P, and take its horizontal part. This process is equivalent to the computation given in the text. 
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AafAbBJ = !(AaAbB + AaB/). 

The tensor A/ is defined similarly. 

Problem 4.1 Prove that A' = ap·/aF, where p. is the tensor with com
ponents p/: that is, prove that 

A A B = ap/. 
a b aFbB 

To exploit material frame indifference and balance of moment of momentum 
it is useful to work with the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor. This leads to 
the following. 

4.3 Definition Let S be a constitutive function for the second Piola-Kirch
hoff stress depending on X, C, and e, as in Section 3.2. Then the tensor on the 
body CB defined by 

as 
c= ac' that is, CABCD = aS

AB 
, 

aCCD 

is called the (second) elasticity tensor or the elasticities. 

Notice that C is a fourth-order tensor on CB; that is, it is not a two-point 
tensor. In the previous two sections, we saw that Sand P are related to the free 
energy qJ- by §AB = 2PRerCaqJ-/aCAB) and p/ = PRef(aqJ-/aPA); so we get the 
following important formula: 

4.4 Proposition 

() CABCD _ 2 a2 qJ-
a - PRef ac AB aCCD ' 

and so we have the symmetries: CABCD = CBACD = CABDC = CCDAB. 

(b) A A B _ a2qJ-
a b - PRef aFaA aFbB' 

SO we have the symmetry A/bB = AbB/. 

We can relate A and C using the formula P = FS, that is, paA = PBSBA. The 
following proposition contains the relevant computations. 

4.5 Proposition The following formulas hold in general coordinates: 

(a) 

(b) 

AaA/ = 2CCADBPDPCgcb + SAB~~ 
A A B = 2CCADBFc Fd g g + SAABg 

a b D C cb da ab 

Proof The chain rule applied to paA = P BSBA gives 

apaA _ asCA. aCDE Fa
c 

+ SCA apc 
aPB - aCDE aPB aFbB 
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From CDE = FdDFCEgdc, we have 

aCDE ~B Fe + Fd ~B aFb
B 

= U D Egbc DU Egdb' 

Substituting, 

apoA _ CCADE(~B pc + Fd ~B )Fo + SACA ~o ~B aFb
B 

- U D Egbc DU Egdb C U bU C 

= CCABEFCEFOcgbc + CCADBFdDFOcgdb + SBA6°b. 

Using the symmetries CCABE = CCAEB and SAB = SBA, (a) follows. Part (b) follows 
by lowering the first index. I 

The tensor A~ is not necessarily symmetric in each pair of indices AB and ab 
separately, but only when both pairs are simultaneously transposed. In three 
dimensions it is easy to see that the tensors with this symmetry form (pointwise) 
a space of dimension 45. However the dimension of the space of tensors with the 
symmetries of the C tensor is only 21. Thus in the second elasticity tensor there 
is less to keep track of, in principle. 

Prohlem 4.2 Write out a set of 21 independent components of C ex
plicitly. 

Often S or P are taken as primitive objects and are not necessarily assumed 
to be derived from a free energy function 'i'. Notice that even if we don't assume 
'i' exists, CABCD is always symmetric in AB and CD separately and 4.5 holds. 
From the Poincare lemma (Box 7.2, Chapter 1) or basic vector calculus, together 
with the observation that the set of variables CAB is an open convex cone, we see 
that the symmetry condition CABCD = CCDAB is equivalent to the existence of a 
free energy function. Also notice that this symmetry is in turn equivalent to 
4.4(b). We summarize: 

4.6 Proposition If the axiom of entropy production is (temporarily) dropped, 
the following assertions are equivalent: 

(i) There is a function 'i' of x, C, and e such that 

SAAB 2 a'i' 
= PRef aCAB ' 

(ii) CABCD = CCDAB. 

(iii) AAB=ABA ° b b ° . 
One sometimes refers to either of these three conditions as defining hyperelas

ticity. Further discussion of these points occurs in Chapter 5. 

4.7 Notation In case thermal effects are ignored-that is, if e is omitted
we are in the case of isothermal hyperelasticity. We shall mean this if we just say 
"elasticity" in the future. In this case the free energy 'i' coincides with the internal 
energy E and is sometimes denoted Wand is called the stored energy function. 
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Thus W will be a function of (X, C) and so 

~_ ,aw... aw 
r - PRerg aF' S = 2PRer ac' etc. 

The elasticity tensor C measures how the stresses S are changing with the 
measures of strain C. In principle, these are measurable for a given material. 
However, in general, the fact that S is a nonlinear function of C makes this 
problem of identification difficult or impossible in practice. In specific situations, 
the Duhamel-Neumann hypothesis is sometimes used (see Box 3.1). In the 
linearized approximation, identification involves measuring 21 numbers-that 
is, the 21 independent components of C. We shall discuss the process oflineariza
tion in Chapter 4. 

Now we return to the equations of motion for a thermoelastic material, 
insert the first elasticity tensor, and formulate the basic boundary value prob
lems. The following notation will be convenient. 

4.8 Definition The vector 

B/ = DIY xP, that is, B a _ apaA + pAaArB + pAbA a Fe I - aXA AB 'Pbc A, 

is called the resultant force due to inhomogeneities. (B/ is a function of X, F, and 
e.) 

The basic equation of motion reads 
~ ~ 

PRer Y = PRorB + DIY P = PRerB + A· V xF + B/ + a8 • GRAD E>. 

This equation is usually thught of as governing the evolution of the configura
tion ~ and is coupled to the equation of energy balance that is usually thought 
of as governing the evolution of 8. In addition to these evolution equations, 
some boundary conditions must be imposed. For each of ~ and 8 there are 
three types in common use: 

4.9 Definition 
(I) Boundary conditions for ~: 

(a) displacement-~ is prescribed on aeB, the boundary of eB; 
(b) traction-the tractions <P, N)a = paANA are prescribed on aeB; or 
(c) mixed-~ is prescribed on a part ad of aeB and <P, N) on part aT of 

deB where ad n aT = 0 and ad u aT = aeB. 
(II) Boundary conditions for 8: 

(a) prescribed temperature-e is prescribed on aeB (= Dirichlet boun
dary conditions); 

(b) prescribedjlux-<Q, N) is precribed on aeB (= Neumann boundary 
conditions); or 

(c) mixed-8 is prescribed on a part ae of aeB and <Q, N) on another 
part a, ofaeB where ae n a, = 0, ae u a, = aeB. 
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Notice that the conditions I(b) and JJ(b) are, in general, nonlinear boundary 
conditions because P and Q are nonlinear functions of F and 0. 

Prescribing the traction <P, N) to be constant is an example of dead loading 
(see Figure 3.4.1). The reason for this is that <P, N) is actually a traction 
vector that assigns to X E <B a vector attached to the new configuration point 
,p(X, t) = x. This traction vector is assigned in advance, independent of x. 
Notice, therefore, that the dead loading boundary condition requires S to be, 
for example, a linear space for it to make sense, since it implicitly identifies 
vectors at different points. 

Prescribed 
traction 

mg 

:::::X::::::::::::::::::::lr--- Traction 

Prescribed 
displacement 

Figure 3.4.1 

=0 

Prohlem 4.4 Formulate spatial versions of these boundary conditions. 

4.10 Definition By the initial boundary value problem for thermoelasticity, 
we mean the problem of finding ,p(X, t) and 0(X, t) such that 

(i) PReeV = A·VxF + PReeB + BJ + (aP/a0).GRAD 0, 
(ii) FRee0 (a Njat) + D IV Q = PRee R, 

(iii) boundary conditions (1) and (II) hold, and 
(iv) ,p, V, and 0 are given at t = 0 (initial conditions), 

where q, is a given constitutive function depending on X, C, and 0 and N, P, 
A, and BJ are given in terms of it as above, where B, PRee, and R are given and Q 
is a given function of X, C, 0, and GRAD 0 satisfying <Q, GRAD 0) < O. 
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If the motions are not sufficiently differentiable and shocks can develop, 
these conditions have to be supplemented by appropriate discontinuity 
conditions. 

Notice that in (ii), 

aN aN ac aN ae a a'f a2'f ae 
PRef at = PRef ac at + PRef ae at = - PRef ac ae ·2D - PRef ae2 at 

as a2'f ae 
= - ae: D - PRef ae2 at' 

where D is the rate of deformation tensor. 

4.11 Definition If we omit e, the corresponding equation (ii), the term 
(aPjae).GRAD e in (i), and the boundary and initial conditions for e, the 
resulting problem for determination of q, is called the initial boundary value 
problem for elasticity (or hyperelasticity). 

In Chapter 6 we shall study the initial boundary value problem posed here 
in some detail, as well as the corresponding static problem. 

4.12 Definition The boundary value problem for thermoelastostatics consists 
of finding q, and e as functions of X alone such that 

(i) DIY Ii+PRefB=A.VxF+PRefB+BI+(aPjae).GRADe=O, 
(ii) DIY Q = PRefR, and 

(iii) boundary conditions (I) and (JI) hold. 

The boundary value problem for elastostatics consists of finding a (regular) 
deformation q, such that (i) holds (with the e term omitted) and boundary con
ditions (I) hold. 

The static problem is, of course, obtained from the dynamic one by dropping 
time derivatives. There is a simple basic necessary condition the traction must 
satisfy in order that the static problem be soluble (assuming, as usual, regularity). 

4.13 Proposition The prescribed tractions <Ii, N) in feb) on aCB must satisfy 
the necessary condition 

f <Ii, N) dA + r PRef BdV = 0 (USing Euclidean coordinates in IRn) 
a~ J~ 

if the traction boundary value problem for (thermo-) elastostatics has a (regular) 
solution. Similarly the prescribed fluxes in II(b) must satisfy 

f <Q, N)dA - r PRefR dV = O. 
a~ J~ 

Proof This follows from DIY Ii + PRefB = 0 by integration over CB and 
use of the divergence theorem, etc. I 
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There are more general boundary conditions that are compatible with the 
principle of virtual work (see Box 3.1, Chapter 2). The interested reader should 
consult Antman and Osborne [1979]. 

All of the above can be formulated in terms of the spatial picture and it is 
sometimes useful to do so. We give some of the key ideas in the following: 

4.14 Definition Define the spatial elasticity tensors a and c by these coor
dinate formulas: 

aae d _ 1 Fe Fd AaA B 
b -, A B b, 

that is, a and c are push-forwards and Piola transforms of A and C on each 
large index. 

The following relations then follow from the corresponding material results 
and the Piola identity. 

4.15 Proposition The following hold: 

(a) aaebd = Ued&ab + caeedgeb' that is, aaebd = uedgab + caebd. 
(b) a and c have these symmetries: 

aaebd = abdae, 

cabed = cbaed = cabde = cedab. 

(c) If uaB is a two-point tensor field over </>, then 

(AaA/UbB)IA = J(aadbeube)ld, 

where Udb = (F-l)BbUdB is the push-forward of U. 

The tensors a and c play an important role in the theory of linearization 
(see Chapter 4). 

The equations of motion in the spatial picture 

pa = diva + pb 

become paa = eabdBFdBlb + (divxa)a + pba, 

where e is the tensor given by 
eab B _ auab 

d - aFdB 

and div x is the divergence holding F constant. The reader may wish to work out 
the relationship between e and a. The tensor c is not given by auabjaced, and 
uab =F 2p(a",jacab). Rather, the correct relations are 

and uab = 2p alf/ (see Section 3.3). 
agab 
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We conclude this section with a brief remark on incompressible elasticity, 
Here one imposes the constraint that 1> be volume preserving-that is, J = 1. 
For instance, such a condition is often imposed on rubber. (The Mooney
Rivlin-Ogden constitutive assumption for rubber is given in the next section.) 
The condition of incompressibility is perhaps best understood in terms of 
Hamiltonian systems with constraints, and we shall discuss this point of view in 
Chapter 5. For now we merely remark that this condition introduces a Lagrange 
multiplier into the equation as follows: we replace 

(J by (J - pgl, 

where p is an unknown function, the pressure, to be determined by the condition 
of incompressibility. In terms of the first Piola-Kirchhoff tensor P, we replace 
P from our constitutive theory by P - JPF-l, where P is a function of (X, t) 
to be determined by J = 1. We emphasize that in an initial boundary value 
problem, P becomes an unknown and it depends on 1> in a non-local way, as in 
fluid mechanics (see Hughes and Marsden [1976] and Ebin and Marsden [1970)). 

Box 4.1 Summary of Important Formulas for Section 3.4 

Elasticity Tensors 
ap as 

A = aF' C = ac 
Symmetries of Elasticity Tensors 

C is symmetric in its first 
and second slots, and in its 
third and fourth slots: CABCD = CBACD = CABDC 

If P, S are derived from 
an internal energy function 
(hyperelasticity): CABCD = CCDAB, A// = AbBaA 

Reldtionship Between A and C 
A = 2C·F.F·g + S (8)0 AaA/ = 2CCADBF"DPcgcb + §ABoab 

Stored Energy Function (for Isothermal Hyperelasticity) 
If 0 is absent, E = q, is often denoted by W; it depends on X, C: 

P _ law paA _ ab aw 
- PRefg aF - PRefg aFbA 

S - aw SAB - 2 aw 
- 2PRef ac - PRef ac AB 

Resultant Force due to Inhomogeneities 

B] = DIVxP 
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Boundary Conditions for ifJ: 

(a) displacement-ifJ given on a<B; 
(b) traction--<P, N)a = paA NA given on a<B; or 
(c) mixed-ifJ given on ad' traction on a., where ad n aT = 0 

and ad u aT = a<B. 

Boundary Conditions for e: 
(a) temperature-e given on a<B; 
(b) jlux--<Q, N) = QANA given on a<B; or 
(c) mixed-e given on ae , <Q, N) given on af' where ae n af 

= 0, and de U af = a<B. 

Evolution Equation for ifJ for a Thermoelastic Solid (remove e for 
elasticity) 

PRefV' = A· V xF + PRefB + B1 a2ifJa + aifJb aifJc a 
ap PRef at2 PRef at at'lbC 

+ ae' GRAD e A A B,/..b + B -+ B = a b 'f' IAIB PRef a - ~ 
apaA ae 

+ ae aXA 

Evolution Equation for e for a Thermoelastic Solid 
a2q, ae as a2q, de a§4B 

-PRef ae2 at - ae: D -PRef ae2 at - ae ·DAB 

Q"" _ """A = PRef - DIY - PRefR - Q IA 

Initial Boundary Value Problem for Thermoelastodynamics (ignore 
e for elastodynamics) 

Find ifJ(X, t), e(X, t) satisfying their respective evolution equations, 
boundary conditions, and with ifJ, aifJ/at and e given at t = O. 

Boundary Value Problem for Thermoelastostatics (ignore e for elas
tostatics) 

Find ifJ(X), e(X) such that the right-hand sides of the above evolu
tion equations are zero, and the boundary conditions are satisfied. 

Necessary Conditions on the Boundary Data for Thermoelastostatics 
(ignore e for elastostatics) 

If the traction boundary condition for ifJ and the flux boundary 
condition for e are used, then in a Cartesian frame 

f <P, N) dA + f PRefB dV = 0 
am Jm 

and f <Q, N) dA - i PRef R dV = 0 
am m 

The Spatial Elasticity Tensors 
1 

a =,ifJ*A 
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1 
c =2,tP*C 
a=c'g+O'(g)c5 

Symmetries 

Piola Identity 
DIV(A·U) = Jdiv(a·u), 
where u = tP*U 
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aaebd = abdae, 

Cabed = Cbaed = Cabde = C edab 

3.5 MATERIAL SYMMETRIES AND ISOTROPIC ELASTICITY 

In Sections 3.2 and 3.3 we proved that various locality, thermodynamic, or 
covariance assumptions simplified the functional form of the constitutive func
tions. In this section we investigate further simplifications when the material has 
some symmetries. In .particular, we are concerned with isotropic materials, and 
within that class shall give the St. Venant-Kirchhoff and Mooney-Rivlin
Ogden materials as examples. We work primarily with the free energy '1', since 
the other constitutive functions and the elasticity tensors are derived from it. 

5.1 Definition A material symmetry for 'I' at a point Xo E CB is a linear 
isometry A: Tx.CB -----> Tx.CB (i.e., A preserves the inner product Gx.) such that 

q,(Xo, C, 0) = q,(Xo, A*C, 0), 

where C is an arbitrary symmetric positive-definite 2-tensor at Xo and A*C is 
its transformation (pull-back) under A. The set of all material symmetries of 'I' 
at Xo is denoted @5x.(q,) as is called the material symmetry group of 'I' at Xc. 
Similarly, A is a material symmetry for Qat Xo if 

Q(Xo, A*C, 0, A*V0) = A*Q(Xo, C, 0, V0). 

(Q is assumed to be grade (1,1).) The set of such symmetries is denoted @5x.(Q). 
The material symmetries for a thermoelastic material are the simultaneous 
symmetries for 'I' and Q. For pure elasticity, we look only at the symmetries of 
the internal energy E (i.e., W). We shall write @5x• = @5x.(q,) II @5x.(Q) for the 
material symmetries and understand @5x • to mean @5x.(E) for pure elasticity. 

Relative to a coordinate system {XA} on CB we write the components of A as 
lAB so that if V E Tx.CB has components VA, then (A' V)A = A,ABVB. The rela
tionship q,(Xo, C, 0) = q,(Xo, A*C, 0) in coordinates reads 

q,(Xo, CAB' 0) = q,(Xo, CCDA,CAA,DB, 0). 
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Similarly, the coordinate version for the symmetry condition on Q reads 

QE(Xo, CCDAcA;PB, 0, 0 IAAAB) = (l -I)EFQF(XO' CAB, 0, 0 IB). 

CH. 3 

It is easily checked that @:lx. is a group. It is a subgroup of the group 
GL(Tx.ffi) of invertible linear transformations of Tx.ffi to itself, and in fact a 
subgroup of O(Tx.ffi), the orthogonal linear transformations of Tx.ffi to itself 
(orthogonal with respect to the inner product Gx .). Furthermore, one can show 
that @:lx. is a Lie group; that is, it is a smooth manifold and group multiplication 
and inversion are smooth maps. a 

5.2 Definition If l(s) is a smooth curve in @:lx. with leO) = identity, the 
linear transformation;: Tx.ffi --> Tx.ffi defined by 

d 
;( V) = ds l(s)· Vls=o 

is called an infinitesimal material symmetry. The collection of all such; is called 
the Lie algebra of @:lx. and is denoted ..4..x •. The Lie bracket of; E ..4..x • and 
1) E ..4..x • is given by 

5.3 Example Let (B = lR 3 and let Xo be the origin. Suppose @:lx. consists of 
rotations about the z-axis. Then @:lx. is one-dimensional, parametrized by the 
angle of rotation. A curve in @:lx. is 

( 

coss sins 0) 
l(s) = -sin s cos s ° 

° ° 1 
and the corresponding infinitesimal symmetry is given by 

;(V) = -k x V (k = (0,0, 1». 
If @:lx. is the full rotation group 0(3) and if the infinitesimal generators; are 
identified with the axes (Jl about which they are rotations, that is, if 

;(V) = -(Jl X V, 

then the Lie algebra is identified with lR 3 and the Lie bracket with the cross 
product. (The reader should verify these statements.) I 

Now we proceed to investigate the consequences of a material symmetry 
group on the constitutive functions. 

5.4 Proposition For l E @:lx.(-P), we have: 

(i) N(Xo, l *C, 0) = N(Xo, C, 0), 

aWe shall not require a background in Lie group theory for what follows, although such 
knowledge may be helpful. A concise summary of some of the important facts may be found in 
Abraham and Marsden [1978], Sect. 4-1. 
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(ii) 8(Xo, 1*C, 0) = 1*8(Xo, C, 0), and 
(iii) C(Xo, 1 *C, 0) = 1 *C(Xo, C, 0). 

Proof This follows by differentiation of the relationship l{I(Xo, 1 *C, 0) = 
'f(Xo, C, 0) with respect to 0 and to C, respectively. For instance, differentia
tion with respect to C and using 8 = 2PRef(a"P jaC) gives 

8(Xo, 1*C, 0).1* = 8(Xo, C, 0), 
that is, 

Thus 

8 AB(XO' 1 *C, 0) = (1-I)Ac(1-I)BD8 CD(Xo, C, 0). 

This yields (ii) of our proposition. I 

The infinitesimal versions of 5.4 lead to differential identities that are useful 
in studying a given symmetry. Some preparatory remarks are needed. Recall 
that if if>t is a motion and t a time-independent tensor field, (djdt)if>:t = if>:£.t 
defines the Lie derivative. If if>.(Xo) = Xo for all t, then v(Xo) = 0 and .cut does 
not involve spatial derivatives of t and depends only on the first derivative of v. 
If 1(s) is a curve in GL(Tx,(J!,), and t is a tensor at Xo, then (djds)1(s)*tls=0 = 
£~t is defined; if1(s) = Tif>.(Xo), then 1; = Dv(Xo) and the two concepts agree. 
Now we are ready to linearize 5.4. 

5.5 Theorem For each 1; E A-x" the following identities must hold at Xo: 

(i) 8(Xo, C, 0)o£;C = 0, 

(ii) ~~ (Xo, C, 0)o£;C = 0, 

(iii) C(Xo, C, 0) • .c;C = .c~8(Xo, C,0) 
(the contraction in the left-hand side is in the last two slots of C), and 
a" 

(iv) a~(Xo, C, 0, GRAD 0)·.c~C 
a" + a(GR~D 0) (Xo, c, 0, GRAD 0) • .c;(GRAD 0) 

= £;Q(Xo, C, 0, GRAD 0). 

Proof Let 1; be tangent to the curve 1(s) E @5x• at s = 0. Then differentia
tion of 

l{I(Xo, 1(s)*C, 0) = 'i'(Xo, c, 0) 

in s at s = ° using the chain rule and the definition of the Lie derivative imme
diately yields (i). The others are similarly obtained. I 

We shall not study the general implications of these identities, nor the classi
fication of possible symmetry groups; the interested reader should consult Wang 
and Truesdell [1973]. Instead, we specialize immediately to the isotropic case. 
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5.6 Definition Let ffi be a simple thermoelastic body in [R3. We say ffi is 
isotropic at Xo E ffi if ex, ::J SO(Tx,ffi) '= SO(3), the group of proper ortho
gonal 3 x 3 matrices. A material is isotropic if it is isotropic at every point. 

In Section 3.3 we defined 'Is to be materially covariant if, for all diffeomor
phisms 8: ffi --> ffi, we have 

8*{'1'(G, C, 0)} = '1'(8*G, 8*C, 8*0) 

(the base points X are suppressed since C, 0 are now fields, and G is included). 

5.7 Proposition Suppose '1' is materially covariant. Then for each Xo E ffi, 

e x'('1') ::J SO(Tx,ffi). 

fn particular, any materially covariant body in [R3 is isotropic. 

Proof Let A. E SO(Tx,ffi). We claim that there is a diffeomorphism 8: <B -> 

ffi such that 8(Xo) = Xo and D8(Xo) = A.. Indeed, we can write A. = expO;) for 
~ a skew 3 x 3 matrix; find a vector field Von <B such that V(Xo) = 0 and 
DV(Xo) = ~. We can do this in local coordinates and extend V to be arbitrary 
outside this neighborhood, say zero near affi. Let 8, be the flow of V and let 
8 = 8 1 • By uniqueness of solutions to differential equations, D8,eXo) = exp(t~), 
so 8 has the required properties. At X o, the relation 8*('1'(G, C, 0» = '1'(8*G, 
8*C,8*0) then reduces to '1'(Xo, C, 0) = '1'(Xo, I..*C, 0), so ;.. is a material 
symmetry. I 

Roughly speaking, this proposition states that if one makes up a free energy 
function in a fully covariant or "tensorial" manner out of G, C, and 0, then it 
necessarily will be isotropic. To describe non-isotropic materials then requires 
some "non-tensorial" constructions or the introduction of additional variables. 

By definition, an isotropic free energy constitutive function '1' is to be a 
"rotationally invariant" function of the argument C. Since C is symmetric, it can 
be brought to diagonal form by an orthogonal transformation, so '1' is a func
tion only of the eigenvalues of C; that is, '1' depends only on the principal 
stretches. Since the eigenvalues are reasonably complicated functions of C, it 
is sometimes convenient to use the invariants of C. 

5.S Definition The invariants of a symmetrix matrix C (in an inner product 
space) are defined by 

fl(C) = tr C, f2(C) = det Ctr C-I and f3(C) = det C. 

5.9 Proposition The invariants of C are related to the coefficients in the 
characteristic polynomial P(v) of C as follows: 

P(v) = v3 - f l (C)v2 + f2(C)v - f3(C). 

fn terms of the (eigenvalues) VI, V2, V3, we have 

II(C) = VI + V2 + V3, fiC) = VIV2 + VIV3 + V 2V3 , and fl(C) = VIV2V3 
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(these are the elementary symmetric functions of VI, V2' v3). Moreover, the fol
lowing formula for 12 holds: 

IiC) = ±[tr C)2 - tr(C2)] 

This is verified by using an orthonormal basis in which C is diagonal, noting 
that 11> 12, 13 are rotationally invariant functions. 

Since VI, V2, V3 completely determine the characteristic polynomial and hence 
the invariants, and vice versa, we obtain the following: 

5.10 Proposition The following are equivalent: 

(a) A scalar function f of C is invariant under orthogonal transformations. 
(b) f is a function of the invariants of C. 
(c) f is a symmetric function of the principal stretches. I 

Thus for isotropic materials we can regard l{i as a function of X, 11> 12, 13, 
and 0. Note that the number of arguments in the C variable is thus reduced 
from 6 to 3. The invariants are covariant scalar functions of C, so we obtain 
from 5.7 and 5.10 the following: 

5.11 Corollary A body is materially covariant if and only ifi! is isotropic. 

Next we compute the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor in terms of this 
data. 

5.12 Theorem For isotropic materials, the following constitutive relation 
holds: 

where the rx/s are scalar functions of X, the invariants ofC, and 0. 

Proof We have S = 2PRercaft! laC). By the chain rule, 

aft! _ al{i all + al{i aI2 + aft! aI3. 
ac - all ac aI2 ac aI3 ac 

Now IICC) = CABGAB, so aIdac = G', that is, aIdcAB = GAB. Next we calculate 
the derivative of 13 , 

5.13 Lemma 

aI3 = (det C)·C-I 
ac 

Proof From the definition of the determinant, 
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where f BCD = ± 1 depending on whether (B, C, D) is an even or odd permuta
tion of (1, 2, 3) and where (AI, A2 , A 3 ) is a fixed even permutation of (1, 2,3). 
Thus 

aJ (det C) = fBCDCA,CCA,D = fBCDCAIECA,CCA,D(C-I)AIE 
AlB 

= (det C)OBECAIE = (det C)(C-I)AIB I 

The derivative of 12 is given by 

~~ = (a~ det C) tr C-l + det C a~ tr C-l 

= (C-ldet Ctr C-l) - (det C) tr a.f~l. 

To carryon we need to compute a(C-I)/ac: 

5.14 Lemma 

aC-I. H = -C-I·H·C-1 
ac ' 

Proof Differentiate the identity C· C-l = Id in the direction H to get 

aC-l 
H·C-l + C· ac ·H= 0, 

which gives the result. I 

We now note that 

tr (af~)CD = _(C-l)AC(C-l)DA' . (aC-l) that IS, tr ac = -C-z. 

Substitution of these formulas yields: 

S = 2PRer[~t GI + (~~/2 + ~t 13)C-l - ~~/3C-2J 
The Cayley-Hamilton theorem from linear algebra tells us that C satisfies 

its characteristic equation: 

C3 - 11(C)C2 + Iz(C)C - 13(C) = o. 
Thus 

C-l = 13(~)[C2 - Il(C)C + Iz(C)} 

and 

C-2 = 13(~)[C - II(C) + 12(C)C-l} 

= _1_ {12(C)C2 + (Id _ I I(C)12(C») C + (liC) - I (C»)}. 
l/C) liC) 13(C) 13(C) 1 

Inserting these expressions into the above formula for S yields the desired 
conclusion. I 
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Recalling that B = C-l, notice that we have also proved the following: 

5.15 Corollary 
A _ {aq" (aq, aq,) aq, z} s - 2PRef all G + aIz + aI3I3 B - aIz I3 B 

In the spatial picture one can write (J = Pog + Plb + Pz(bZ), where b is the 
Finger deformation tensor (see Section 1.3). 

5.16 Corollary For isotropic materials, the (second) elasticity tensor C has 
the following component form. 

CABCD = 1'1.GABGCD + 1'z.{CABGCD + GABCCD} + 1'3{(CZ)ABGCD + GAB(CZ)CD} 

+ 1'4.CABCCD + 1's.{(C2)ABCCD + CAB(C2)CD} + 1'6.(CZ)AB(C2)CD 

+ 1'7{GACGBD + GBCGAD} + 1'S{GACCBD + GBCCAD + GADCBC 

+ GBDCAC}, 

where 1'1, ... ,1's are scalar functions of X, the invariants ofC and, if the material 
is thermoelastic, e. 

Proof We differentiate the expression for S and proceed as in the proof of 
5.12. The details, including the verification of the equality of the various coeffi
cients in the expression for C using symmetry of the second derivatives of -P, will 
be left to the reader. (It is straightforward, although tedious.) I 

Isotropy reduces the number of pointwise independent components in S 
from 6 to 3 and for C, from 21 to 8. 

Problem 5.1 In plane strain dim <B = 2 and dim S = 2. How many 
independent components does C have? Compute CABCD and AA /b in terms 
of -P. Compare with Knowles and Sternberg [1977], Formula (1.17). 
(It will be necessary to translate the notation.) 

We give, finally, two examples of constitutive relations for purely elastic 
isotropic materials. The first was proposed by St. Venant and Kirchhoff 
around 1860. 

5.17 Example If S is a linear function of E and describes an isotropic 
material, then it has the form 

S = l(tr E)G' + 2p, E' 

for 1 and p, functions of X. [Warning: This does not lead to linear equations of 
motion! Fosdick and Serrin [1979] show that P cannot be a linear function of F 
and be materially frame indifferent.] One calls 1 + ip, the bulk modulus. The 
elasticity tensor is, as in our computations above, 

CABCD = lGABGcD + p,(GACGBD + GADGCB ). 

Thus, in 5.15, 1 = 1'1' P, = 1'7' and the other)'1 are zero. 

Problem 5.2 Find W(F) for this example and verify material covariance. 
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5.18 Example The previous example is only appropriate in the small strain 
regime. It is used in the derivation of the von Karmen equations by Ciarlet 
[1983]. The following example, due to Mooney and Rivlin and Ogden, is often 
used to model rubber. Again, the material is isotropic. It is convenient to express 
the stored energy function Was a symmetric function of the principal stretches 
AI' A2' A3 (the eigenvalues of CI/2). The form proposed by Ogden [1972] is as 
follows: 

M 

W = :E alM' + A'2' + A3' - 3) 
1=1 

N + :E bl(A2A3)PI + (A3 A2)PI + (A IA2)P; - 3) + h(A 1A2A3), 
j=1 

where ai, b j are positive constants, IXI > 1, pj > 1, and h is a convex function 
of one variable. The term "3" is a normalization constant such that the first two 
terms vanish when there is no deformation. The special case when M = N = 1, 
IXI = PI = 2, and h = 0 is called the Mooney-Rivlin material; W may then 
be written 

W = a,(M + A~ + Ai - 3) + bl «A2A3)2 + (A3Al)2 + (AIA2)2 - 3) 

= a 1(11 - 3) + b1(12 - 3), 

where II are the principal invariants of C. The further special case W = 
al(Il - 3) is called a neo-Hookean material. 

Box 5.1 Summary of Important Formulas for Section 5.1 

Material Symmetry at X o 
)..: Txo&' -> TXoffi is orthogonal and 
(i) 'i'(Xo,).. *C, 0) = 'i'(Xo, C,0) (i) 'f(o, AC ACCDA DB, 0) 

= 'f(Xo, CAB, 0) 
(ii) Q(Xo, A*C, 0, A*(GRAD 0» (ii) QE(Xo, ACACCDADB0, ().. -1)AB0 IB) 

= )..*Q(Xo, C, 0, GRAD 0) = ().. -I)EFQF(XO' CAB, 0, 0 1A) 

Infinitesimal Material Symmetry at Xo 

; = d:)..s eAB = 1s AAis)ls=o 

where )..s is a curve of material 
symmetries at X o, such that Ao = Id. 

Transformation of S under a mater.jal symmetry).. at X o 
S(Xo, )"*C, 0) = )..*S(Xo, 0) SAB(XO, AEcCEFAFD, 0) 

= ().. -l)AE().. -l)BF• 

SEF(XO' CCD' 0) 
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Infinitesimal Symmetry Identities 
S(Xo, C, 8)·£~C = 0 SAB(Xo, CCD, 8)· {eCiXO)CCB 

+ eCiXO)CAcl = 0 
C(Xo, C, 8)·£!;C = £!;S(Xo, C, 8) CABCD·(eEcCED + eEDCEC) 

Invariants of C 
II = tr C 
12 = det C tr C-I 

13 = det C 

= -sEBeAE - SAEeBE 

II = CAA 
12 = (det(CAB»(C-l)AA 
13 = det(CAB) 

Second Piola-Kirchhoff Stress Tensor for an Isotropic Material 
S' = (/,oG + (/,IC + (/,ZC2 SAB = (/,OGAB + (/,ICAB + (/'ZCADCDB 
where (/'1, (/'2' (/,3 are scalar functions of X, the invariants of C 

and 8. 

S = 2PRef {~~ G' 
SAB = 2PRef {'P >11 GAB + ('P >1,1z 

+ 'P>1J3)BAB 

(
a'P a'P) + aIz '2 + aI313 B 

- 'P>1J3 BADBDB} 

- ~I3B2} 
Elasticity Tensor for Isotropic Materials 

CABCD = "hGABGCD + 'l'Z{CABGCD + GABCCD} + 'l'3{CAECEBGCD 
+ GABCCECED} + 'l'4CABCCD + 'l's{CAECEBCCD 
+ CABCCECED} + 'l'6CAECEBCCPCpD + 'l'7{GACGBD 

+ GBCGAD} + 'l'S{GACCBD + GBCCAD + GADCBC 
+ GBDCAC} 

Stress For St. Venant-Kirchhoff Material 
S = J(tr E)G' + 2p,E' SAB = JED DGAB + 2p,EAB 


